Molecular profiling of uterine cervix carcinoma: an overview with a special focus on rationally designed target-based anticancer agents.
Although conventional multimodality approaches allowed improvement in the prognosis of patients with cervix cancer, several tumors do not respond similarly to standard approaches. Recent advances in basic research and genomics have improved our understanding of the biologic basis of the tumor development and progression. Tumor profiling allows for more selective therapeutic strategies leading to the identification of biomarkers or indicators of treatment response and to increased clinical efficacy through development of targeted therapies. Several markers have been identified, that are involved in cellular proliferation, interaction with angiogenesis, extracellular matrice adhesion/invasion, apoptosis, cell cycle pathways and DNA repair mechanisms. In this report, molecular profiling of uterine cervix carcinoma were reviewed with a special focus on rationally designed target-based anticancer agents, in order to clarify and to summary the present state of art in these particular promising area in cervix cancer management.